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Abstract

Portable  electrification  is  one  way  to  reduce  energy  poverty  where  electric  grid

connection or any other wired electricity transmission is not attainable or obtainable.  This

report presents a system of portable electrification through a portable energy storage device

(PESD) rental service powered by renewable resources.  Components and logistics of such a

system—such as the PESDs, gensets, and economic analysis—are described and discussed,

including genset experimental data and an example of a Uganda-based business that could

benefit from initiating a PESD rental service.  Several directions of future work are provided

in system optimizing and genset paralleling.
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Chapter 1:  Introduction

The nexus between availability of electricity and various human development indices

has been established [1] [2].  In this regard, initiatives such as the Power Africa program aim

to increase the electrical generation in developing regions by a significant amount through

the addition of various centralized hydroelectric, solar, wind and geothermal power plants, as

well as large-capacity power transmission lines [3] [4].  However, this development has to be

coupled with appropriate retail distribution models that are compatible with the realities of

sparseness  in  geography  and  undeveloped  markets  in  order  to  ensure  that  the  capacity

additions reach the target populations [5].  In this regard, the newly initiated Sustainable

Energy for All posits that, “Building out a national electricity grid has historically been a

successful strategy for achieving high rates of energy access in many countries, but it is not

as well suited to serving sparsely populated or remote areas. Such solutions require business

models that are commercially viable, entrepreneurial  supply chains that can reach remote

areas,  increased  consumer  acceptance,  community-based  service  delivery  models  and

innovative financing mechanisms,” [6].

1.1.  Electrification Methods

Presently, a significant amount of retail business models that take this approach are

being explored in various markets.  Such small-scale off-grid systems are diverse in their

scope that range anywhere between rechargeable flashlights and multi-kilowatt home energy

systems, primarily based on solar photovoltaic systems [7].  Microgrids and minigrids have
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been proposed to be one of the approaches for expanding the reach and scale of these systems

across  the  developing  countries  to  keep  in  step  with  access  to  mobile  telephone  and

communication technologies [8].  However, significant hurdles remain in the form of market

formation, regulatory framework, financing for preparatory, installation and operating costs.

Development  of  regulatory  framework  requires  progress  across  various  dimensions  that

include:  tariffs,  competition,  relationship  with  legacy  utilities,  future  grid  extension,

expansion and integration uncertainties, right-of-way, ownership and land-use issues.

On the other hand, the portable electrification approaches that are based on rental

and/or ownership models of batteries that are charged by a local business skirts the regulatory

problems through a white-goods and service provider model.  The BBOXX kit model for

electrification has taken this approach [9].  Energy for charging the batteries is provided by

solar panels, which are sold as part of the kit.  While the cost of solar panels continues to go

down, it  still  forms a significant portion of the cost of the kit.   Furthermore,  production

technologies  for  solar  panels  are  a  highly  sophisticated  technology  that  requires  silicon

processing and handling that is beyond the scope of localization in developing economies.

However, the BBOXX kit model, when integrated with an electrical source that is compatible

with technologies that can be locally scaled further, and yield other benefits, would provide a

more attractive solution for adoption.  In this report, the technical requirements and economic

viability of using portable energy storage devices (PESDs), such as the BBOXX kit model,

for electrification are analyzed.
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1.2.  Biodigester Systems and Biogas

Anaerobic digestion systems, also known as biogas recovery systems or biodigesters,

use naturally-present  bacteria  in  an oxygen-free environment  to  break  down manure and

other organic substrates such as food scraps and agricultural waste.  One of the byproducts of

anaerobic  digestion  is  biogas,  which  contains  about  60-70%  methane,  30-40%  carbon

dioxide,  and  small  amounts  of  other  gases,  including  hydrogen  sulfide.   A solid-liquid

effluent  is  also  produced,  which  can  be  used  as  a  crop  fertilizer  or  dried  and  used  for

livestock bedding [10].

Biogas, when used as a cooking fuel, has the advantage of burning cleaner than any

other fuel (e.g. wood-fuel, crop residue, animal dung), with the exception of electricity.  It is

also a carbon-negative fuel source, since burning the biogas releases less greenhouse gas than

if the organic matter were to decompose naturally [11].  Combustion of biogas can be used

for  low-emission  lighting,  replacing  kerosene  lamps  that  are  ubiquitous  in  developing

countries and are well known to degrade human health [12].  Use of biogas to run internal

combustion engine-driven generators is an established technology that can be refined and

developed  further;  there  is  much  more  accessible  information  within  the  local  technical

knowledge in terms of maintenance and servicing locally.

1.3.  W2E Uganda

In the winter of 2013-2014, the author collaborated with two University of Wisconsin

graduate students  in the Nelson Environmental  Studies Department  and private  company

W2E to develop a portable electrification system in Uganda.  W2E [13] is  a Uganda-based
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company that  has been operating a  30m3 biodigester  system in the town of  Mpigi  since

December 2013.  W2E sorts and collects organic waste—estimated at 1,000kg per week—

from the local  market  and transports  it  16km to the biodigester  site.   A two-stall  latrine

directly above the biodigester also provides ‘feed’ for the system.

At  the  time  of  writing,  W2E  is  conducting  research  on  effluent  use  for  organic

fertilizer on food crops in Uganda and East Africa.  Transporting the biogas via pipeline is

not practical because there are no residences on or near the site, so currently this valuable

energy source is squandered.  The author's objective in this project was to develop a portable

electrification  system that  uses  this  biogas  as  an  energy  source.   Figure  1.1  presents  a

diagram of the proposed system.

Figure 1.1.  Proposed W2E biodigester-based portable electrification system.
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1.4.  List of Chapters

In  the  following  chapter,  the  function  of  the  PESD  as  an  enabler  for  portable

electrification  is  presented,  and  evaluation  results  from a  BBOXX  device  are  provided.

Chapter  3  provides  characteristics  of  biofuels  in  small  gensets,  and  investigates  genset

performance with such fuels.  Chapter 4 provides an energy and cost analysis of a proposed

W2E PESD distribution service with 758 PESDs rented per week, and also provides a similar

analysis with a smaller, alternative service.  Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes some conclusions

of this report and suggests future work.
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Chapter 2:  Portable Energy Storage Devices

This chapter is split into two main sections.  First, it identifies the important functions

of  portable  energy  storage  devices  (PESDs)  for  portable  energy  distribution,  namely

electrical lighting and mobile phone charging.  Second, it investigates the utility of BBOXX

[9] as a PESD, including charging and discharging experiments.  Charging characteristics of

these units are used in genset efficiency estimates in Chapter 3, while results from charging

and discharging experiments in this chapter are used in the economic analysis of Chapter 4.

2.1.  Function

For low-end customers that do not have access to electricity, the primary uses for the

PESDs are expected to be for lighting and mobile phone charging.

2.1.1.  Electric Lighting

Without reliable, available,  and/or attainable electricity access from a central grid,

impoverished  people  in  developing  countries  must  often  rely  on  environmentally

unsustainable fuel sources for lighting needs.  One class of these fuels is biomass-derived,

such as firewood, charcoal,  and animal dung.  Women and children are disproportionally

burdened with harvesting these fuels, leaching time that could be better used for education or

income-generating activities, and with health degradation due to exposure to household air

pollution.  The second class of unsustainable fuels is fossil-derived, such as kerosene and

paraffin  candles.   Kerosene  is  toxic  if  ingested,  and  its  fumes  when  combusted  pose  a
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respiratory health risk.  Candles are a cheaper alternative, but their health risks are similar

and quality of light much lower [14].

Using PESDs to provide electric lighting diverts any associated indoor air pollution.

Safety is also augmented, for there are no toxic substances to spill or ingest, there are no

open flames, and the energy sources (batteries) are securely enclosed.  Lighting is of high

quality and efficient, for light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are typically employed.

2.1.2.  Mobile Phone Charging

In Uganda, less than 10% of people have access to electricity, yet 50% own a mobile

phone subscription [15].  This  forces a great majority of the population to rely on mobile

phone  charging  services,  friends  and  family  with  electric  grid  connection,  or  off-grid

solutions such as solar panels to charge their mobile phones.  Aside from charging costs, the

mobile service is not fully reliable.  Long and frequent power outages elongate charging time

periods, sometimes mobile phones are returned without a full charge, phone and battery theft

is not uncommon, and vermin have been damaging wires.

The use of a PESD with a USB outlet would allow the user to charge mobile phones

at a much lower cost with uninterrupted service.  This would enable the user to charge mobile

phones during any time of the day and within the safety of the customer’s home.

2.1.3.  Secondary Uses

By using general-purpose outlet types, such as common barrel or USB jacks, PESDs

can also provide energy to secondary appliances.  Examples include AM/FM radios, electric
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shavers, AC inverters, and even televisions; BBOXX—a manufacturer of possible PESDs

discussed in the next section—offers these plus more.

2.2.  BBOXX as a PESD

BBOXX is a United Kingdom-based company offering off-grid solar solutions in 33

countries throughout Africa, Oceania, and South America.  Their portable battery boxes range

in capacity from 5Ah to 120Ah, and each kit includes at least a solar panel, two LED lamps,

and a mobile phone charger accessory kit.  Two such kits have been evaluated for preliminary

studies, based on their weight and electrical capacity: the BB7 (7Ah, 3.68kg) and the BB12

(12Ah, 5.4kg) [9].

Figure 2.1.  BBOXX BB7 kit.
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2.2.1.  Initial Charging and Discharging Experiments

From full charge, both the BB7 and BB12 units were discharged using two 2W LED

lamps, included in the kits, as loads in 3- to 4-hour time periods to simulate customer use.

This  experiment  was  then  repeated  with  the  added  loads  of  charging  mobile  phones.

Charging times were measured and averaged for both units. The results are summarized in

Table 1.1.

2.2.2.  Electric Lighting

Electric lighting supplied by the BBOXX PESD is far superior to kerosene lamps.

The LED lamps are brighter: each of the two LED lamps included in the BBOXX kit produce

at least 128 lumens of light [9], while typical kerosene lamp produces only 37 lumens [16].

Unlike kerosene, the LED lamps produce zero emissions and pose no risk of fire or

toxic ingestion. If the PESDs are used for lighting for 4 hours per day, Table 1.1 suggests that

the BB7 PESD can supply lighting for 4-6 days per charge.

Table 2.1.  Hourly interval for various charging and discharging experiments for BBOXXs.
Property BB7 BB12

Average charging1 9h50 9h50

Average discharging 2x 2W LED lamps (TL) 17h00 24h45

Average discharging 2x 2W LED lamps and 
phone charging (TP)2 14h50 19h05

1 3x charging average for BB7, 2x charging average for BB12
2 2x phone charges for BB7, 3x phone charges for BB12
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2.2.3.  Mobile Phone Charging

By using these data from Table 1.1, it is possible to determine the number of mobile

phone charges each unit can supply when charged every 3-4 days.  This, then, will allow the

weekly savings that the customer will experience by avoiding mobile phone charging stations

to be computed.  For each BBOXX PESD,  NC is the number of mobile phone charges per

number of days ND, TP is the time duration that each PESD can supply power for lighting and

phone charging, and TC is the time that each mobile phone charge drains from the PESD. To

first determine TC, the difference between TP and TL—the time duration that each PESD can

supply  power  for  lighting  only—is  divided  by  the  number  of  phone  charges  NM in  the

experiment above.

T C =
T P−T L

N M

= {
17h00−14h50

2
24h45−19h05

3

= { 1h05 for BB7
1h50 for BB12

(1)

Assuming 4 hours of lighting are used each day, the number of hours left that are not

used for lighting is divided by TC to yield NC.

N C =
T P−4 N D

T C

= {
17h00−(4h )N D

1h05
for BB7

24h45−(4h )N D

1h50
for BB12

(2)
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Note that the time variables must be converted to decimal numbers before computing

(2).   For  values  of  ND of  3  and  4  days,  the  results  from the  BBOXX experiments  are

summarized in Table 1.2.  Based on these results, we may develop a revenue model for the

system, described in Chapter 4.

Table 2.2.  Results from BBOXX discharging experiments.
Property BB7 BB12

Battery discharge interval used up per mobile charge (TC) 9h50 9h50

Number of mobile
phone charges (NC)

Charged every 3 days (ND = 3) 1.0 4.5

Charged every 4 days (ND = 4) 4.5 6.5
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Chapter 3:  Genset Characterization

The term 'genset' refers to the combination of an internal combustion engine (ICE)

and electric generator.  Fuel is combusted in the ICE, converting its potential energy into

mechanical energy in the shaft, which is then converted into electric energy by the generator.

The gensets  analyzed in  this  report  are  categorized  as  'portable':   small  and light

enough to be carried (or wheeled) by one or two able-bodied persons, and generally having a

rated output capacity of 3–3.5kW.  Units of this type are typically inexpensive, robust, easy

to repair and maintain, and ubiquitous in developing and developed countries alike.

This  chapter  is  divided  into  six  main  sections,  describing  genset  characteristics

operation as it  relates to this  report.   First,  two renewable fuel types for use in  portable

gensets  are  identified;  then,  a  type  of  generator  common to portable  gensets.   Next,  the

experimental setup for measuring operation of a biodiesel-fueled genset in a University of

Wisconsin-Madison laboratory is presented, followed by the results from these experiments.

Finally, the chapter wraps up with information on charging PESDs for the economic analysis

of Chapter 4.

3.1.  Fuel Types

There exists several possibilities of renewable sources for fueling ICE-based gensets.

In the W2E-based system, biogas from a biodigester is the primary fuel in the 3kW-rated

genset.  Experiments carried out in the research laboratories of the University of Wisconsin,

however,  used  corn-based  biodiesel  as  a  primary  fuel  in  the  3.5kW genset  for  reasons
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illuminated in the following subsections.

3.1.1.  Biogas

Biogas is the gaseous product of decomposing organic matter, consisting primarily of

methane  and carbon dioxide  (CO2)  with  trace  levels  of  other  gases,  including hydrogen

sulfide  (H2S)  and water  [10].   Unprocessed,  biogas  can  be  combusted  directly  for  heat,

lighting, or cooking.  It can also be scrubbed—removing the CO2, H2S, and water—to natural

gas-quality (sometimes called biomethane) for use in transportation or distribution [17].

Although  biogas  can  be  directly  combusted  in  an  appropriate  genset,  the  H2S  is

corrosive to most engines and must be removed for longterm use.  This desulfurization can

be executed by using an optimized feedstock, injecting air into the headspace of the digester,

or employing an external chemical filter [18].

Biogas is also difficult to safely store and handle.  It is more energy-dense at normal

ambient  conditions  than  liquid  fuels,  has  a  much lower  flash point,  and is  odorless  and

colorless [19].   Pressurizing it  to  minimize containment  space increases  costs  and safety

risks, and underground storage is also costly.

Nevertheless, biogas is a versatile fuel that can be generated from feedstock normally

considered waste, such as food scraps, crop residue, manure, or slaughterhouse waste.  Figure

3.1 presents a diagram of how a biogas genset can be fueled from an anaerobic digester,

optionally in conjunction with other appliances.
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Figure 3.1.  Biogas genset fueled from a biodigester [20].

3.1.2.  Biodiesel

In Section  3.6, this report examines charging PESDs with small gensets that run on

biodiesel.  Biodiesel is another renewable fuel derived from organic substances, such as plant

oils (e.g. recycled or virgin cooking oils), animal fats (e.g. beef tallow or fish oil), or even

microalgae. Biodiesel can be used in typical diesel gensets with minor or no modification of

the unit, and can be blended with petroleum diesel to avoid such modifications and improve

cold-weather  performance while  retaining many benefits  of  pure  biodiesel.  However, the

energy content of biodiesel is 8% lower than petroleum diesel [21].

Too,  the flash point  of  biodiesel  is  typically  26ºC to  96ºC higher  than  petroleum

diesel, implying safer containment and handling.  These latter characteristics, along with ease

of handling and much lower infrastructure requirements, made biodiesel the preferred fuel

used for experiments in the following sections.
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Since  biodiesel  can  be  produced  from  a  variety  of  organic  sources,  it  can  be

manufactured domestically to reduce or eliminate reliance on petroleum diesel, reducing the

risk of supply disruption and price volatility.  Compared with petroleum diesel,  biodiesel

eliminates sulfate emissions and reduces particulate matter and carbon monoxide emissions

by  50%.   If  made  from substances  that  would  otherwise  be  treated  as  waste,  e.g.  used

cooking  oil  and  slaughterhouse  byproducts,  biodiesel  also  diverts  these  substances  from

landfills, further improving air and water quality [22].

One  example  of  biodiesel  feedstock  is  Jatropha  curcas  L.,  which  produces  non-

edible, oil-bearing seeds highly suited to making biodiesel.  Jatropha requires very little care

or precipitation, so it can be grown in semi-arid climates without competition from many

food crops.  Pilot projects have begun in Mali, Tanzania, and India with little initial success,

though  most  issues  were  localized,  surmountable,  and  characteristic  of  new  ideas  and

technology.  There is  great  potential  to  alleviate  poverty for rural  citizens of  developing

countries by tapping into the energy market [23].

3.2.  Electric Generator

Portable  gensets  10kW  and  under  most  commonly  produce  single-phase  electric

power.  Inverter gensets achieve this by rectifying the output of a generator to DC, and then

use  an  inverter  to  convert  the  output  power  to  sinusoidal  AC.   Conventional  gensets,

however, provide output power directly from the generator's terminals.  These generators are

typically  synchronous,  brushless,  capacitor-excited,  and  popular  due  to  their  simple  and

robust construction.   They do not require slip rings,  exciters (save for a single capacitor
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mounted on the stator), or voltage regulators [24].  Figure 3.2 presents a schematic of these

types of machines.

Figure 3.2.  Schematic of capacitor-excited, single-phase, brushless generator [24].

These capacitor-excited, single-phase, brushless generators (CESPBG) have a diode

shorting the d-axis field winding on the rotor and a capacitor attached to an auxiliary d-axis

winding on the  stator.  The  auxiliary  winding produces  a  backward-rotating  flux,  which

induces  AC current  into  the  field  winding,  which  is  rectified  by  the  diode.   The  q-axis

winding services the load with single-phase 240V at 60Hz, and is center-tapped to provide

two 120V phases.

Backward-rotating flux and the rectifying rotor diode sustain voltage regulation and

self-excitation when the generator is operating under all load conditions (up to rated), nixing

the  requirement  for  electronic  control.   Unfortunately,  these  machines  tend  to  sacrifice

efficiency for simplicity due to the high internal reactance necessary to self-excitation [25].

The 4.2kVA, 2-pole CESPBG utilized in the biodiesel genset is specified to operate at 73-
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76% efficiency from half- to full-rated output power [26].

3.3.  Experimental Setup

Characterization  of  the  biodiesel  genset  was  performed  at  the  Wisconsin  Energy

Institute of the University of Wisconsin-Madison.  Figure 3.3 shows the experimental setup.

Figure 3.3.  Experimental setup for the biodiesel genset characterization.

The genset was connected to a test fixture—dubbed the Cherry Box—which routed

output power to variable loads.  These loads were banks of resistive, consumer space heaters,

each rated to operate at 750W or 1,500W with a 120V source, and slightly modified to act as

a center-tapped 38.4Ω resistor.  The Cherry Box includes switches to toggle the 120V phases

on or off, and other switches to set the load to 9.6Ω, 19.2Ω, or 38.4Ω on each phase, allowing

a combined load of 3kW.  Paralleling two load banks further increases the effective load in
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order to operate the genset at full-rated output power.

The Cherry Box also provides binding posts for voltage and current measurements on

each phase.  Using a power analyzer, voltage is measured directly (i.e. sans resistive divider),

current is measured with a current probe, and power measurements are computed.  Finally,

the Cherry Box includes three-prong outlets for each phase for supplying other loads.

3.4.  Power-Voltage and Power-Frequency Droop

Using the experimental setup described in the previous section, power-frequency and

power-voltage “droop” curves  were measured for the biodiesel genset.   Linear  trendlines

have been added to both graphs, presented in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4.  Power-frequency droop curve for the biodiesel genset.
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Figure 3.5.  Power-voltage droop curve for the biodiesel genset.

3.5.  Efficiency Measurements

Biodiesel fuel consumption in the biodiesel genset was measured by first running the

genset at idle for 20 minutes to warm the engine, then switched off.  Next, the fuel tank was

quickly  and  completely  filled  with  biodiesel.   The  generator  was  then  started  and

immediately loaded (0.91kW, 1.74kW or 3.18kW) or idled for 30 minutes (20 minutes for the

3.18kW load).   During  operation  a  500mL graduated  cylinder  was filled  with  biodiesel.

Finally, after switching off the generator, the fuel tank was filled back to its initial volume of

biodiesel  via  the  graduated  cylinder,  and  the  difference  in  volume  of  biodiesel  in  the

graduated cylinder divided by the time duration is defined as the fuel consumption in mL/hr.

This process was repeated for a total of three measurements. Figure  3.6 presents this fuel

consumption data.
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Figure 3.6.  Biodiesel genset fuel consumption versus output power curve.

A trendline consisting of a quadratic polynomial fits the data with an  R2 value of

0.98659.  This polynomial is expressed in (3).

V̇ (Po) =−11.857 Po
2
+ 255.07 Po + 547.66 (3)

where

V̇ = average fuel consumption [mL/hr]

Po = electrical output power [kW]

Furthermore, the efficiency ηG of the genset can be calculated as a function of output

power using this data.  This is achieved by normalizing the output power per volume flow of

fuel  for  each  data  point,  and  converting  this  volume  flow to  power  (in  kW)  using  the

biodiesel's heating value; (4) summarizes this operation.
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η G =
Po

V̇ H
(3,785.4 mL

gal )(3,412 BTU
kWh ) × 100 % (4)

where

η G = genset efficiency [%]

H = fuel heating value [BTU/gal]

Note that two constants, converting between U.S. gallons and mL and between kWh

and BTU, are also necessary in converting the denominator into power units.  Multiplying

both numerator and denominator by one unit of time expresses the equation in more intuitive

units  of  energy.  Carrying  out  this  efficiency  calculation  for  all  data  points,  Figure  3.7

presents the results.

Figure 3.7.  Biodiesel genset efficiency versus output power curve.
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A trendline consisting of a second-order polynomial fits the data with an R2 value of

0.99474. This polynomial is expressed in (5).

η G(Po) =−2.0512 Po
2
+ 15.316 Po (5)

From Figure  3.7 and (5)  it  is  obvious that the generator operates most efficiently

nearest its rated output.

3.6.  Charging BBOXX PESDs

About 85% of the biogas's energy is lost in charging the PESDs.  The primary energy

bleed occurs as the genset converts the biogas's chemical energy into mechanical and then

electrical energy, where maximum efficiency hovers just under 30% (here, the biogas and

biodiesel gensets are assumed to have similar efficiency versus output power characteristics).

Next,  the  AC-DC  converter  is  assumed  to  operate  at  approximately  70%  efficiency,

consistent  with  an  Energy  Star  II  or  III-rated  device  [27].   According  to  the  BBOXX

datasheets, the lead-acid battery (LAB) charging circuitry operates at 95% efficiency [9].

Finally, due to  the  internal  resistance of  LABs,  some energy is  dissipated  as  heat  while

charging.  A common estimate of this charging efficiency is 75% [28].  Figure 3.8 presents

the flow of useful energy.
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Figure 3.8.  Useful energy transfer from biodiesel to energy stored in PESD LAB.

Note that LAB charging currents are not static; that is, BBOXX current draw during

bulk charging (0-80% charge) can be 30 times greater than during float charging (80-100%

charge).  Due to the output current constraints of the AC-DC converter this ratio is closer to

14, but significant nevertheless.  Therefore, genset efficiency, which is dependent on output

power, can vary significantly if many PESDs are being charged simultaneously.

To illustrate  this  disparity, Table  3.1 compares  charging BB7s,  BB12s,  and a  2:1

mixture  (BB7s  to  BB12s)  using  (3)  and  (4)  to  calculate  fuel  consumption  and  genset

efficiency, respectively.  The number of PESDs (N7 and  N12) are constrained by the rated

genset output power (3.5kW) during bulk charging.

Table  3.1.   Genset output  power, fuel consumption,  and efficiency during bulk and float
charging regimes for several configurations of charging BBOXX PESDs.

Property
All BB7

(N7 = 164)
All BB12

(N12 = 164)
2:1 Mix

(N7 = 109, N12 = 55)

Genset output
power

Bulk charging 3,500W 3,500W 3,500W

Float charging 211W 362W 262W

Biodiesel
consumption

Bulk charging 1300mL/hr 1300mL/hr 1300mL/hr

Float charging 600mL/hr 640mL/hr 610mL/hr

Genset
efficiency

Bulk charging 28% 28% 28%

Float charging 3.1% 5.3% 3.9%
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As we may observe, the difference in fuel consumption for bulk versus float charging

is considerable, yet the percent difference in fuel consumption between these two operations

(~50%) is much less than the percent difference in power consumption (>90%).  

Unfortunately,  it  is  not  possible  to  extend  these  results  to  the  biogas  genset.

Assuming  a  60%  methane  content  at  standard  conditions  (25ºC,  1atm),  the  calculated

maximum fuel consumption (at  3kW output power) is  1.8m3/hr [19] if the biogas genset

efficiency  curve  follows  that  of  the  biodiesel  genset's.   However,  the  biogas  genset

manufacturer  claims  that  the  minimum  fuel  consumption  is  3.50m3/hr  [20],  so  further

experimental data is required in order to determine an accurate fuel consumption for this

genset.  Until then, 3.50m3/hr of fuel consumption will be used in the following chapter since

no other reliable data is available.
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Chapter 4:  Economic Analysis

This  chapter  examines  two plausible  scenarios  for  establishing  and maintaining  a

PESD rental service, and uses net present value (NPV) analysis to investigate the economic

viability of each scenario (see Appendix A).  The first scenario is the W2E model, which

utilizes the resources in-place with or available to W2E in Mpigi, Uganda.  In the second

scenario, a smaller, local system is described, where genset and biodigester sizes are reduced

and alternative transportation and PESDs are employed.  A summary juxtaposing the two

scenarios concludes the chapter.

4.1.  Scenario 1: W2E Model

This business model examines a PESD rental service based on the resources available

to W2E based in Mpigi, Uganda.  The biodigester and biogas genset are located on a farm

16km outside of Mpigi town; this is where PESD charging will take place.  The PESD rental

exchange service will reside in the town marketplace, where customers can return discharged

PESDs and rent fully-charged ones.

4.1.1.  Market Potential

According to the Uganda Bureau of Statistics, the latest census (2014) reveals the

population for Mpigi town to be 44,274 [29].  Assuming Mpigi demographics follow those of

the entire country of Uganda, 49% of the residents are aged 15 to 64 years old, 81.8% lack

access to electricity, and there are 52.4 mobile phone subscriptions per 100 people [30].  If
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perfect overlap exists, 40% (17,700) of the town’s population is between 15 and 64 years old

with no access to electricity, with about 9,300 mobile phone subscriptions.  Therefore, a 3%

market share of this demographic—accounting for barriers of cost, location, awareness and

utility—yields over 500 potential customers for the PESD rental service.

4.1.2.  System and Service Characteristics

The volume of the W2E digester is 30m3, and will produce approximately the same

volume of biogas each day [31].   The 3kW biogas genset  consumes 3.50m3 per  hour of

operation [20] (see Chapter  3,  section 3.6),  and therefore it  can run for  8.5 hours daily.

However, the biogas generator manufacturer recommends running the generator for only up

to 8 hours per day.  Since the BBOXXs require about 10 hours to charge, they cannot be fully

charged in one day, so only about 5.5 batches may be charged each week.

The internal BBOXX PESD charging circuitry efficiency ηBB is 95% [9], the AC-DC

converter  efficiency  ηAC-DC is  assumed  to  be  70%,  and  the  output  power  of  the  AC-DC

converter PAC-DC is the product of the output voltage (16V) and the output current (1A).  The

required power to charge one BBOXX PESD PBB is then PAC-DC divided by the produce of ηBB

and ηAC-DC.

PBB =
P AC− DC

η BB η AC−DC
=

(16 V)(1 A )

(0.95)(0.70)
= 24.1 W (6)
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Now that the power required to charge each PESD is known, the number of PESDs

that  can  be  charged  in  one  batch  simultaneously  by  the  biogas  generator,  NB,  can  be

determined.  NB is found by dividing the power of the biogas generator PG by PBB.  Then the

average number of PESD rentals per week, NPESD, can be found by the product of the usable

number of genset running hours per week, the charging time of each PESD, and NB.

N B =
PG

P BB

=
3,000 W
24.1 W

= 124  PESDs per batch (7)

N PESD = ( 56 hr
week )( batch

9.83 hr )(124 PESDs
batch )= 706 PESDs per week (8)

Therefore, NPESD equals 706, requiring a market penetration of 2% of the appropriate

village population.  This assumes one customer rents exactly one PESD at a time, twice per

week.

A scenario where the quantity of BB7 PESDs rented N7 is twice the quantity of BB12

PESDs N12 rented per week is analyzed (N7 = 470, N12 = 236).  Since the BB7 has a nominal

amp-hour rating that is 60% of the BB12 rating, its rental price (P7) will also be 60% of the

BB12 rental price P12.

P7 = 0.6 P12 (9)
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4.1.3.  Costs

The PESD distribution service costs are divided into three monthly operating costs—

transportation fuel, labor, and maintenance—and capital costs for the biogas generator and

PESDs.  Since the feed to the biodigester is considered waste, this ‘fuel’ is free of cost to

W2E.  Much of  the operating costs  will  come from diesel  fuel  for transportation of  the

PESDs.  Currently the company spends UGX60,000 per week on diesel fuel for transporting

1,000kg of waste weekly.  The PESD distribution service will require 2 additional weekly

trips to the market, so the net fuel cost for the service CT will be UGX120,000 monthly.

Labor costs  for waste collection and transportation are currently UGX200,000 per

month for 20 working days.  The PESD distribution service will require an extra 8 days per

month (twice per week), resulting in a net increased labor cost CL of UGX80,000 per month.

The  biogas  generator  requires  an  air  filter  cleaning  every  50  working  hours,  oil

change every 100 working hours, spark plug check or replacement every 200 working hours,

and gas hose change every 18 months [20].  This cost, CM, will be estimated at UGX30,000

per month.

The biogas generator can be bought by W2E for a capital cost KG of UGX3,750,000.

The  BB7  retail  cost  is  UGX387,000,  and  the  BB12  is  UGX723,000.   The  kits,

however, include 15W (BB7) and 30W (BB12) solar panels, which will not be needed for

this situation.  Assuming the PESDs can be purchased without these panels, their costs may

drop to UGX287,000 (K7) and UGX523,000 (K12), respectively.  In this scenario, the sum of

these estimates multiplied by their respective N values yield a total PESD capital cost KPESD

of UGX307,000,000.
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K PESD = K7 N 7 + K 12 N 12 = (UGX 287,000)(470) + (UGX 523,000)(236)

= UGX 277,000,000
(10)

4.1.4.  Revenues

To  determine  the  break-even  rental  price  for  the  BB7  and  BB12,  P7 and  P12,

respectively,  revenue  R will  be  the  sum  of  these  prices  multiplied  by  their  respective

quantities of weekly rentals  N7 and  N12.   To adjust these quantities to a monthly revenue

stream, we multiply R by 4 weeks. Recall from (9) that P7 = 0.6P12.

R = 4(P7 N 7 + P12 N 12) = 4 [0.6(505)P12 + (253)P12 ] = (2,224)P12 (11)

In the following cost-revenue comparison, the revenues will be equated to the costs to

determine P12 and P7.

4.1.5.  Cost-Revenue Comparison

The  weekly  operation  and  maintenance  costs  and  revenue  will  be  multiplied  by

appropriate P/A factors that bring annual streams of cost or revenue to a present value (see

(13)).  These factors include a discount rate r and time duration n in years that the value is

assumed to last.  Because the  P/A factor assumes yearly streams,  r must be converted to a

monthly discount rate (see  (12)) and  n must be expressed in months for monthly analysis,

which is more pertinent to this report.   An annual discount rate of 5% is chosen for this

scenario, yielding a monthly discount rate rmo of 4.07×10-3 (see (12)).  Analyzing this scenario
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for a 3-year period, 36 months will be used for n.  

r mo = (1 + r )1/12
− 1 = (1.05)

1/12
− 1 = 4.07×10−3 (12)

(P / A ,rmo , n)=
(1 + r mo)

n
− 1

r mo(1 + rmo)
n →

(1.00407)36 − 1

0.00407(1.00407)
36 = 33.4 (13)

The BBOXX warranty is 18 months, so a new set of PESDs is purchased after this

period.   To bring these future costs to present value,  a  P/F factor with an  n value of 18

months will be multiplied by this second KPESD term.

(P /F , rmo , n) = (1 + rmo)
−n

→ (1.00407)
−18

= 0.929 (14)

The final cost-revenue equation for determining P12 is presented in (15).

(2,224)P12(P / A ,rmo ,36) = (C T + C L + C O+ M )(P / A ,rmo ,36) + K G

+ K PESD [1 + (P /F ,rmo ,18)]
(15)

4.1.6.  Customer Savings

Kerosene lamps are very common in Uganda as an alternative to electric lighting.

Each lamp typically consumes 3L of fuel per month for 4 hours of light per day [16].  From

informal interviews, it was found that the typical end-user price for kerosene in Mpigi is
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UGX3,500 per liter, resulting in a UGX10,500 per month per lamp cost.  From these same

interviews, the typical cost of mobile phone charging is UGX500 per charge at  charging

stations, and phones must be charged every 2-3 days for many customers.  This equals about

UGX6,000 per month for charging a single mobile phone.

Solving for P12 in (15) and then P7 in (9), the rental prices for the BB7 and BB12 are

UGX4,410  and  UGX7,350,  respectively.  For  a  household  with  2  mobile  phones  and  2

kerosene lamps providing light for 4 hours per day, the customer pays UGX8,250 per week

in phone charging service and lamp fuel.  The customer may rent a BB7 PESD twice per

week for a total weekly cost of UGX8,820, using the break-even rental value, so there is no

financial  incentive  for  this  customer.   A larger  household  with  4  mobile  phones  and  2

kerosene lamps will be spending UGX11,300 per week, so the customer, again, will not find

any financial incentive to rent a BB12 PESD semiweekly for UGX14,700.

4.2.  Scenario 2: Smaller, Localized System

While the first W2E scenario comes somewhat close to breaking even, the system

setup needs improvement.  First, the biogas genset imposes a large capital cost on the system,

and requires charging a large number of PESDs to operate at maximum efficiency.  Second,

the long distance from the biodigester and biogas genset to the market generates significant

fuel costs and requires large amounts of fossil fuel for transportation.  Lastly, the PESDs used

are incredibly expensive—over 70 times the cost of the biogas generator—and become even

more expensive if they are unable to be purchased without accompanying solar panels or

bulk discounts.  The following subsections address these issues in an alternative scenario.
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4.2.1.  Smaller Biogas Genset and Biodigester

One way to reduce capital costs in the previous scenario, and get closer to making

profit, is to reduce the size of the biogas generator.  A smaller 600W biogas generator can be

purchased for UGX1,000,000 (US$400) that is capable of charging 26 PESDs per week (see

(7) with  PG = 600W). This generator will also have much lower maintenance costs, now

adjusted to UGX8,000 per month.

This smaller biogas generator consumes only 0.84m3 of biogas per hour [20], so a 7m3

biodigester will suffice (0.84m3/hr × 8hr/day = 6.7m3/day).  Biodigesters of this size can be

built closer to cities and many sources of organic waste, such as schools, restaurants and

residential communities.  Much less waste will be required (about 230kg per week if feed is

assumed  proportional  to  biodigester  volume),  allowing  for  alternative  methods  of

transporting waste to the biodigester.

4.2.2.  Non-Motorized Transportation

Since the biodigester will be located close to the sources of waste, and the amount of

waste  required  is  estimated  to  be  less  than  25%  of  the  W2E  biodigester  requirement,

alternative methods of waste transportation may be employed.  Assuming the biodigester

requires 230kg of waste per week, only 33kg needs to be transported per day—the weight of

a primary school student.   Such an amount can easily be moved by bicycle or handcart,

requiring zero fossil fuel and zero fuel cost.  Labor costs could even be dismissed if the

biodigester is fed primarily with human waste via latrines, though these costs will still be

considered nonzero in this scenario.
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4.2.3.  Alternative PESDs

Though the BBOXX PESDs appear fit for the PESD distribution service, they “are

best suited to accommodate energy needs that range from small to medium households and

are widely used to start and maintain a phone charging business,” [9].  This is apparent in the

inclusion  of  solar  panels  with  every  BBOXX kit,  which  are  unnecessary  for  the  PESD

distribution service and drive up the cost.  If BBOXX is used for this type of service, either

the  solar  panels  can  be  used  for  ancillary  purposes  or  perhaps  the  distributor  can  be

convinced to sell the PESDs without the solar panels.  However, since the BBOXX charging

inputs are easily accessible, customers may attempt to charge the PESDs themselves, thereby

subjecting the PESDs to theft or damage.

Another  option  is  to  create  custom PESDs for  the  sole  purpose  of  a  distribution

service.  Sealed lead-acid batteries similar to those used in the BB7 PESDs can typically be

found for UGX25,000 (US$10) or less in bulk, and the remaining components (enclosure,

charging and converter electronics) are estimated at UGX62,500 (US$25) per unit, for a total

of  UGX87,500 (US$35) per  PESD.  Due to  the BB12 PESDs being much further  from

breaking even than the BB7 PESDs in Scenario 1, this scenario will assume only BB7-type

PESDs.  In this scenario,  NPESD is 26 and K7 is UGX87,500 (US$35;  N12 and  K12 are zero),

yielding a KPESD value of UGX2,275,000 (US$910).  See (10) for the calculation method.

4.2.4.  Costs

Since there are far fewer PESDs to transport and distribute,  CL in this scenario is

(conservatively) estimated to be half of CL in Scenario 1, for a monthly cost of UGX40,000
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(US$16).  Table 4.1 summarizes and compares the monthly and capital cost for Scenario 1

and Scenario 2.

Table 4.1.  Monthly and capital costs summary for Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.

Cost Description Symbol
Scenario 1

[UGX (US$)]
Scenario 2

[UGX (US$)]

Monthly Transportation Fuel CT 120,000 (48) 0 (0)

Monthly Labor CL 80,000 (32) 40,000 (16)

Monthly Maintenance CM 30,000 (12) 8,000 (3)

Capital Biogas Genset KG 3,750,000 (1,500) 1,000,000 (400)

Capital PESDs KPESD 277,000,000 (111,000) 2,280,000 (910)

4.2.5.  Revenues

Similar to  (11), the monthly revenues are the product of rental price of the PESDs

(PPESD), NPESD, and 4 weeks, yielding R = (104)PPESD.

4.2.6.  Cost-Revenue Comparison

Equation (15) is  repeated with cost and revenue values from the second scenario,

substituting (2,224)P12 for (104)PPESD. The program duration n and discount rate  rmo remain

unchanged, and the PESDs are still assumed to require replacement after 18 months.  In this

scenario, break-even rental cost drops to UGX2,020—less than half that of the BB7 rental

cost.   Results from this scenario are presented in Table 4.2, and compared with those of

Scenario 1.
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Table 4.2.  Weekly customer cost of mobile phone charging and lighting for Scenario 1 and
Scenario 2.

Item Cost [UGX (US$)]

Current cost: 2 mobile phones, 2 kerosene lamps 8,250 (3.30)

Equivalent weekly cost of
PESD rental

Scenario 1 (2x BB7) 8,820 (3.53)

Scenario 2 (2x PESD1) 4,030 (1.61)

Current cost: 4 mobile phones, 2 kerosene lamps 11,300 (4.52)

Equivalent weekly cost of
PESD rental

Scenario 1 (2x BB12) 14,700 (5.88)

Scenario 2 (4x PESD1) 8,060 (3.22)
1Output capability for Scenario 2 PESDs is equivalent to that of the BB7s.

4.3.  Summary

This section has presented an approach to provide portable electrification systems that

combine the features of battery rental business and a biogas digester operation.  An outline of

the system features is presented along with detailed engineering and revenue analysis of the

system.   Two  scenarios  for  the  system  are  considered:   In  Scenario  1,  a  rather  large

centralized biogas digester system with an aggressive penetration is studied.  In Scenario 2, a

smaller system that is situated closer to customer locations and waste sources is considered.

The results indicate that the per unit rental costs can be much lower for the Scenario 2, due to

higher utilization factor and the elimination of transportation costs.  Furthermore, Scenario 2

can be launched at a relatively modest cost of US$1,330 for a rental business of 26 PESD

devices per week, leading to a capital expense of about US$50 per unit, in comparison to a

unit cost of about US$150 per unit under Scenario 1.  This is a particularly interesting case of

an inversion of the classical ‘economy of scale’ assumption that assumes ‘bigger is always

better’.
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Chapter 5:  Conclusions and Future Work

5.1.  Conclusions

A portable electrification scheme has been presented in this report.  First, background

information and motivation was provided for such work, along with an introduction to PESD

function  and behavior.  Next  came a  description  of  gensets  fueled  by  renewable  energy

sources and experimental data of one's operation.  Finally, an economic analysis of a PESD

rental service was presented, which tied together content from the previous chapters.

The findings indicate that a portable energy storage rental service can be not only

effective in reducing energy poverty, in reducing reliance on fossil fuels while incubating the

use  of  renewables,  and in  augmenting  human development  indices,  but  it  can  also be  a

sustainable business model.  Many features of this report can be tweaked to better suit other

regions,  cultures,  available resources,  political  climates,  and economies as well.   Though

there are still social and technical aspects to investigate further, this document furnishes an

idea that the author hopes will benefit the world in a significant way.

5.2.  Future Work: PESD Rental Service Optimization

The investigation and analysis of the two PESD rental service scenarios in Chapter 4,

although broad and in-depth, require fine-tuning to optimize system efficiency (and therefore

revenue).
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5.2.1.  PESD Charging Hardware

As seen by the results of Chapter 4, a PESD rental service is much more economically

viable by using low-cost PESDs, custom-designed for this application.  Instead of using an

external AC-DC converter to charge the PESD, which includes an internal DC-DC converter,

a single AC-DC battery charging circuit could be used.  This circuit will ideally be high-

efficiency (η > 90%) and integrated into the PESD.  Raising efficiency of this charging stage

will help reduce fuel consumption of the genset for the same amount of energy delivered.

Too, the output current ability of the charging electronics could be increased to better

suit bulk charging.  In terms of PESD charging times, the AC-DC converter is the bottleneck

in the previous chapter, being limited to 1A of output current.  The BB12 charging circuitry,

however, can handle  up to  3.6A,  so a  higher-power converter  could  dramatically  reduce

charging times.

5.2.2.  PESD Charging Schemes

Charging PESDs in Chapter 4 was assumed to be an all-on, all-off method, where all

discharged PESDs are  charged simultaneously.  But  staggering  charging start  times  may

reduce fuel consumption by maintaining a heavy load, therefore operating the genset most

efficiently (see Chapter 3, section 3.5).  This is achieved by charging PESDs in such a way

that some number of them are bulk charging while the remaining are float charging, since

bulk charging currents can be 150 times greater than float currents [9].  If several sizes of

PESDs are  employed together,  such as  BB7s  and  BB12s,  these  differing  bulk  and  float

charging currents must also be considered in an optimized scheme.
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5.2.3.  More Experimental Data on Biogas Genset

Due to practical resource constraints (time and funding), some sections of this report

require more experimental data to accurately describe a portable electrification project.  A

major  data  deficiency  involves  the  biogas  genset,  as  noted  in  section  3.6  of  Chapter  3.

Insufficient time and resources in Uganda disallowed measurement of biogas consumption

versus  output  power  and  other  pertinent  information.   Insufficient  resources  and  safety

infrastructure in Wisconsin disallowed use of a biogas genset altogether, hence the biodiesel

genset measurements.  (Nevertheless, sacrificing depth of the analysis by using a different

fuel  and  genset  did  widen  the  picture  of  using  renewable  resources  for  portable

electrification.)

If biogas or mock biogas (a CO2 and CH4 mixture) were available, however, obtaining

a biogas genset may still prove problematic since they are uncommon.  Propane gensets are

more common, and could potentially run on filtered biogas with timing and fuel mixture

adjustments.  If these are also unavailable, there exist conversion kits to turn a conventional,

ubiquitous gasoline genset into one that can combust propane (and, then, potentially filtered

biogas).

Once a biogas genset and reliable fuel source are obtained, the characterization of the

genset can be executed as in Chapter 3, and a more accurate business model will result.

5.3.  Future Work: Paralleling Gensets

As PESD distribution systems such as the ones described in this report evolve, two

potential outcomes include:
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1. Demand for more PESD rentals increases.

2. Energy demands increase, reducing the viability of renting PESDs.

Either scenario listed above can benefit from paralleling gensets to increase output

power capacity.  In the first scenario, additional output capacity allows charging more PESDs

per unit of time.  Versus employing a larger genset to increase output capacity, paralleling

gensets in a modular scheme can add flexibility to the system while reducing the capital costs

of the upgrade (i.e. a larger genset).  In the second scenario, increased energy demand in the

absence of a stable, affordable grid connection can be satisfied by a microgrid configuration.

Here,  multiple,  parallel  sources are employed to supply power to the loads,  and can run

autonomously or in parallel with the electric grid.

5.2.1.  Electronic Control

Since  these  portable  gensets  include  self-exciting  generators,  modification  and

addition of electronic control  are  required in order to  parallel  two unlike gensets.   Even

gensets  of  the  same  make  and  model  may  differ  in  output  voltage  and  frequency

characteristics due to generator manufacturing inconsistencies and lack of fine-tuned control.

This leads to voltage or frequency imbalance when paralleling gensets, causing (potentially

catastrophic) failure.

Several control schemes have been proposed by Murthy in  [32], [33], and [34] for

self-excited  induction  generators,  where  the  generator  is  supplemented  with  electronic

control to  adjust  the terminal  voltage and frequency.  It  is  speculated by the author  that

electronic  control  could  also  replace  the  excitation  capacitor,  but  this  remains  to  be
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investigated.

5.2.2.  Dynamic Generator Model

A first step in devising control schemes, however, is to create a dynamic model for the

CESPBG.  Cuzner and Rao have developed a steady-state model for CESPBGs in [24] and

[25],  though  for  genset  paralleling  a  dynamic  model  is  required  to  simulate  transient

response, especially at the time of connection.  Ojo in [35] and [36] has developed dynamic

and  steady-state  models  for  similar  machines—self-excited,  single-phase  induction

generators with squirrel-cage rotors—which may be adopted to CESPBGs, though the diode

in the rotor of CESPBGs makes for nontrivial modeling.
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Appendix A:  Net Present Value

Net Present Value (NPV) analysis provides a way of comparing current (present) with

future values.  These future values could be one-time or recurring costs or revenues.  NPV

rests on the idea that an object of desire (here, money) is worth more in the present than the

future, so the value of an object in the future is discounted by an amount, dictated by the

'discount rate,' over a period of time [37].

For example, if there exists a choice between receiving one US dollar now or one US

dollar in one year, the better choice is often to take the money now.  One reason is because

the dollar can be invested with some annual interest rate—say 3%—so that in one year the

dollar will now be worth more ($1.03).  There is also risk associated with taking money at a

future time:  The provider of the dollar could be unable to pay out in a year, the opportunity

cost of not presently receiving the dollar could be great, inflation could significantly decrease

the value of the dollar over time, and so on.  The discount rate takes into account all of these

risks along with the investment interest rate.  Discount rates can also be positively affected

(i.e.  reduced)  by,  for  example,  forecasted  political  or  economic  climates,  technology

improvements, environmental benefits, or other positive externalities.

The period of time also has a significant effect on NPV.  Returning to the above

example, it would typically be much more beneficial to receive the dollar in one year versus

the dollar in five years due to the aforementioned risks.  Therefore, the NPV of the one-year

dollar is greater than that of the five-year dollar (though still less than the present dollar).

There exists several mathematical formulas for converting future values into NPV.
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The first is the present value of a future amount—called the  P/F factor—discounted by a

percentage r over a time period n.  This term is used for a single cost or revenue that occurs

in the future,  such as a replacement of capital  or a relocation assistance.   Equation (16)

defines the P/F factor in its standard form.

(P /F , r , n) = (1 + r )−n (16)

We can then use (16) to calculate the NPV of one dollar received one year from the

present using a 3% discount rate.

(P/F ,0.03,1)($1) = (1 + 0.03)
−1

($1)= $0.97 (17)

Therefore, one dollar in one year has a NPV of only $0.97 using a 3% discount rate.

The effect of increasing the discount rate and time period can be observed in (18) and (19),

respectively.

(P/F ,0.10,1)($1) = (1 + 0.10)
−1

($1)= $0.91 (18)

(P/F ,0.03,5)($1)= (1 + 0.03)
−5

($1)= $0.86 (19)
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Note that when n = 0, i.e. at the present time, the P/F factor reduces to unity.  This is

desired and possibly obvious, since the NPV of an object in the present is its present value.

The second mathematical formula pertinent to this report is the present value of a

stream  of  uniform  costs  or  revenues—called  the  P/A factor—again  discounted  by  a

percentage r over a time period n.  This term is used for constant costs or revenues that occur

in constant time periods, such as (static) monthly rent or a semiweekly paycheck.  Equation

(20) defines the P/A factor in its standard form.

(P/ A , r , n) =
(1 + r)n − 1

r (1 + r )n
(20)

As an example, consider a pair of job offers, Job A and Job B, with unequal yearly

salary ($40,000/yr for Job A and $42,000/yr for Job B), but Job A offers a sign-on bonus of

$9,000.  Using a 5% discount rate over a period of 5 years, Table A.1 compares the two.

Table A.1.  Example NPV comparison of two incomes with yearly salaries.
Item Job A Job B

Sign-on bonus $9,000 $0

Salary $40,000/yr $42,000/yr

r = 5%
n = 5 years

(P/A,r,n) 4.33

NPV $182,200 $181,900

r = 10%
n = 5 years

(P/A,r,n) 3.79

NPV $160,600 $159,200

r = 5%
n = 10 years

(P/A,r,n) 7.72

NPV $317,800 $324,200
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So we can see that Job A has a higher NPV than Job B with higher discount rates, but

Job B trumps Job A with a longer expected employment.

However, there are several assumptions intrinsic to this analysis that are impractical.

First, the salaries are assumed to be lump sums paid out after one year of work, instead of the

typical  semiweekly or monthly paychecks.  Second, these salaries are assumed to be static

over the time period of five to ten years; i.e. raises aren't considered.  Few in the workforce

would choose to work under these conditions.

To correct for the first issue, we can the  P/A factors and discount rates to monthly

values using the relationship in (21).

(1 + rmo)
12

= (1 + r ) (21)

where

rmo = monthly discount rate

After converting the discount rate, the number of periods (months)  n must also be

converted into months; for example,  n = 5 years becomes  n = 60 months.  Adjusting the

respective values in Table A.1 for monthly paychecks, Table A.2 presents the results.
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Table A.2.  Example NPV comparison of two incomes with monthly paychecks.
Item Job A Job B

Sign-on bonus $9,000 $0

Salary $3,333/mo $3,500/mo

rmo = 0.00407%
n = 60 months

(P/A,r,n) 59.93

NPV $208,700 $209,800

rmo = 0.00797%
n = 60 months

(P/A,r,n) 59.85

NPV $208,500 $209,500

rmo = 0.00407%
n = 120 months

(P/A,r,n) 119.71

NPV $399,000 $419,000

Now Job B is the clear winner in all scenarios, even when up against the hefty sign-on

bonus of Job A.

Correcting  for  the  second  issue  above  (static  salaries)  requires  adding  a  bit  of

complexity to the economic model.  Since it doesn't require new NPV techniques, and is not

considered in the economic analysis of this report, it will be omitted here.
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Appendix B:  Cherry Box

The Cherry Box (CB) is a breakout test fixture developed by the author for measuring

voltage, current, power, and frequency characteristics of the biodiesel genset in Chapter 3.

Inputs to the CB can either be one split-phase 240V source or two single-phase 120V

sources (the two 120V sources share neutral and earth connections).  Fuses rated at 20A are

in series with each phase, and 15A circuit breakers are included for the two 120V inputs.

Binding posts rated at 30A are connected to the line and neutral of each phase for

voltage  measurement.   For  current  measurement,  each  line  connection  is  broken  and

separated by binding posts so that a series current measurement device, such as a current

clamp, can be connected; a wire to short these binding posts is added for the case of using a

current clamp.

The CB can then route the outputs to either standard 120V, 20A, 5-20R outlets; or to

commercial space heaters modified for use as resistive load banks (see section 3.3).  In the

case of the former, a SPST switch and 4-way pair—both rated at 20A—can be configured to

load each phase with 9.6Ω, 19.2Ω, or 38.4Ω (corresponding to approximately 1500W, 750W,

and  375W, respectively, of  power).   Configuration  of  these  switches  prevents  accidental

source shorting, and provides a means of quickly changing load values.  The outputs from the

switches are routed to three binding posts of approximately the same colors as those on the

load banks.

Figure B.1 presents the CB schematic, while Figure B.2 shows a picture of the CB for

use in genset output measurements.
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Figure B.1.  Cherry Box schematic.
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Figure B.2.  Cherry Box in situ for genset output measurements.
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